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Author’s response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

Per your request of performing some corrections in the manuscript # 2849049063040744, I am resubmitting this manuscript including the changes listed below, based on the provided comments:

- Title is identical in the manuscript and the submission system
- The Abstract is present in manuscript and matches exactly what is in the submission system.
- I corrected a few typographical errors.

Sincerely yours,

Hamid Reza Sima, M.D
Director, Gastroenterology and Hepatology fellowship
Assistant professor of Medicine,
Division of GI and Liver Disease, Department of Internal Medicine
Imam-Reza Hospital
Mashhad University of Medical Sciences,
Mashhad, Iran
Tel: +98 511 844 6156
Fax: +98 511 859 8818
24, 10th Pasteur St.
Mashhad 91837, Iran
Email: simahr@mums.ac.ir